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Zee Clean gets their first win in ball hockey season

	It's shaping up to be a close season in the Inglewood Ball Hockey League, as no side has started pulling away yet.

Last Tuesday saw the penalty box fill up for the final two games of the night, while staying nearly empty the first two.

May 7

We Are Creative 2

Carney Plumbing 1

In a nail biter, We Are earned the win with a narrow victory. Lighting the lamp for We Are was Adrian Masina with the brace.

Helpers were from the sticks of Alex Schittenhelm, Cody Doiron and Rob Silvestri. Carney's lone plunger was from former goalie,

turned offensive threat, Derek Carroll with the help of Mark Olesen-Varnell and Brian Dunn.

ZeeClean 3

Caledon Hills Cycling 2

In another close one, ZeeClean cleaned up with their first win of the campaign.

Sweeping them into the net were Jon Batten, Harry Gaebler and Chris Gikov. Assists were from the dusters of Batten and Gaebler.

Caledon Hills peddlers were Kurt Snell from Kyle Dalcin and Rick Gowdy, and Dalcin from Dave Philips and Brandon Sinclair.

AMD & Son Electric 4

Elite Building Group 2

In a game that saw 20 of the 30 minutes with someone from one team in the box, AMD shocked the defending champs with a loss.

AMD lamp lighters were Matt McNally, Joey Lemos, Evan Sant and Adam Biastrocci, with assists going to Jake Lake, Dan Wood,

Paul Skates and Jon Desmarais. Elites net nabbers were Danny Palmer and Tyler O'Conner with help from Jordan Porter, Shaun

Ridler, O'Conner and Palmer.

George's Arena Sports 3

Mr. Handyman 1

The final game of the evening saw the penalty parade continue with 18 combined minutes between the two teams.

George's were able to eke out the win and gain the two points. George's go to guys were Kelvin Young from Matt Cordina and

Brendan Vandersterre, Vandersterre from Mitch Nail, and Tony Sousa from Cory Schittenhelm and Michael Brilantes. Handyman's

lone hammer came from Anthony Villari with the help of Chris Della Mora and keeper Louie Marrocco.

April 30

The previous week of action saw more scoring, wetter floors and less time spent in the penalty box.

AMD & Son Electric 4

Caledon Hills Cycling 0

After boasting a shut-out in the first week of play, Caledon Hills were on the other end this week as Greg Dodwell stood tall and

turned all away for the goose-egg.

Goals for AMD were from the sticks of Wood (with two), Skates and Biastrocci. Help came from Travis Watts, Lake, Brad

Crawford and Mike Desmarais.

Carney Plumbing 1

Mr. Handyman 1

In the closest game of the night, the veteran squad of Plumbers let the young Handyman crew know that just because they are older

doesn't mean that they can't still play the game.

Todd Elson netted the lone marker for Carney with the aid of Shawn Lane, while Luigi D'Agostino put Handyman on the board with

Fraser Neal adding the helper.

George's Arena Sports 9

We Are Creative 3

George's were a force this night.

As the floor started to get slick, so did their sticks.

Point getters for George's were Sousa (three goals and an assist), Schittenhelm (two goals and an assist), Nail (four assists), Young

(a goal and two assists), Shiloh Tatar (one assist) and Vandersterre (two goals and two assists). We Are Creative got on the board

with Michael Spagnuolo from Alex Schittenhelm and Masina, Matt Geiser from Mike Tarasco and Masina, and Schittenhelm from

Masina and Dom Klosowski.

Elite Building Group 6
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ZeeClean 1

Elite continued their winning ways with a solid effort over ZeeClean, even with the floor situation getting slipperier as the game

progressed.

Point getters for Elite were O'Conner (a goal and an assist), Porter (two assists), Lino Zinardo (one goal and three assists), Kyle

Corcoran (two goals and two assists), Ken Laramy (two goals) and Chris Gionas (two assists). The ZeeClean sweeper was Gikov

from Gaebler.
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